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Quick Vocab List
West Point – United States Military Academy located in West Point, New York. It’s very difficult to get
in to and its graduates usually become officers.
Socialite – A person who belongs to a rich and well-respected family.
Myriad – A very large number of something.
Plateau – A piece of land that is high like a mountain but has a wide, flat top.
Distinguished – Something that is special and stands out from the rest.
Dadgum – A word that shows happy surprise, similar to “hooray” or “oh, boy!”
Abyss – Deep, dark, and scary holes that seem to go on forever.
Scarlet Fever – A disease similar to strep throat that used to kill a lot of children before antibiotics
medicines were invented.
Literally – A word which means that something happened exactly as you described.
Mentorship – When a student is guided by a teacher.
Plato – Ancient Greek philosopher who wrote about ways that people can think about the world
better.
Tempestuous – violent, scary, stormy.
Relieved (of Duty) – To be fired from a job in the military.
Chief of Staff – Someone who helps the president make decisions.
“Tempest in a Teapot” – A small problem that someone might wrongly think is a really big deal.
Overrunning – To beat an army and capture their territory.

Destiny – Something that a higher power says we are supposed to do.
Axis – During World War II, this was the name for the side that included Japan, Italy, and the Nazis in
Germany.
Derailed – When a plan goes wrong (like when a train falls off the rails that it rides on.)
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) – Friendship between the United States and many countries
in Europe. They formed NATO as a way to protect each other from the Soviet Union (Russia.)
Supreme Allied Commander of Europe (SACEUR) – The person in charge of all of the military forces of
NATO when there is a war or a crisis.
Communists – People who believe that everyone should be equal in every way and that no one should
be wealthier than their neighbor. Although there are many types of communists, the ones who were
in charge of the Soviet Union (Russia) were violent and had many conflicts with NATO.
Solemn – Serious.
Forge – To make something that is strong and permanent.
Interstate – Something that goes from state to state (like going from California to Nevada)
Prosperity – Wealth and riches.
Aeronautics – Using science to find better ways to travel through the air.
Enactment – To make something into an official law.
Legislation – The words that describe what a law does.
Historic – Something really important that will be remembered in history.
Space Age – This phrase describes the time in history that humans began to explore space. It started in
1957 and continues through today.
Vehicular – Something that is related to driving cars and trucks.

Discussion Questions
3rd-5th
If you were in charge of a branch of the military (like the Army or the Airforce) what kinds of
things should you do to help your fighting men and women be successful?
Eisenhower once said that when you are president “no one can tell you to sit down.” 1 When
someone is a leader, why might it be good to stand up for yourself?
As president, Eisenhower helped the United States change in some very important ways. Let’s
make a list of all the words that come to mind when we think of:
The Highway

Space Exploration

Scarlet Fever is a disease that killed a lot of people until antibiotics were invented and it was as
easy to catch as a cold. How might your life be different if your parents had to worry about a
dangerous disease like that?
Look at the top of page 2 where Eisenhower’s family is talking in the Panama Canal Zone (1923.)
Based on the clues in the panel, what is the country of Panama like?
In the middle of page 2 (1937) Eisenhower is talking to General Douglas Macarthur. How would
you compare the two men? In what ways are they the same? In what ways are they different?
At the top of Page 3 (1944) General Eisenhower is talking to a soldier. What do you think
Eisenhower is trying to do with this talk?
In the middle of page 4, the yellow box talks about moving mountains. Using the picture for
clues, what could that mean?
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MS – HS
Eisenhower once said “I hate war as only a soldier who has lived it can, only as one who has seen its
brutality, its stupidity.” 2 Why might someone with that attitude spend his whole life rising through the
ranks of the military and even seek to lead it as president?
Eisenhower once said “We must be ready to dare all for our country. For history does not long entrust
the care of freedom to the weak or the timid.”
•
•

In what ways did Eisenhower live up to these words in his life?
What are some ways that an average person can “dare all” for their country?

Eisenhower once said “Plans are worthless, but planning is everything . . . the very definition of
"emergency" is that it is unexpected.” 3
•
•

What do you think he means by this?
How can we use this advice to help us in our daily lives

Scarlet Fever is a highly contagious, lethal disease that greatly increased the mortality rate of children
until antibiotics were invented. How might parents behave differently in a world where scarlet fever is
a real danger?
In his career, Eisenhower spent time as the head of not just U.S. military forces but the forces of all of
NATO. Why might it be better to approach conflicts and challenges with an organization of many
countries rather than alone? Are there any drawbacks?
If Eisenhower’s push for an Interstate Highway System hadn’t succeeded, how might your life be
different in a country without highways? How might the country as a whole be different?
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Lesson Ideas
English/Humanities
Create word clouds for the 20’s, 30’s, 40’s & 50’s. Using the comic and research, create a timeline that
connects many of the major events of the time to the important moments in Eisenhower’s life.
During the D Day Invasion, Eisenhower drafted a letter to be sent in the event that the troops failed to
establish a beach head (luckily, the attack succeeded, so the letter was unnecessary.) After reading the
comic, have students analyze the letter and come up with some words to describe his leadership style.
Additionally, students can step into his shoes and draft letters of their own.
Watch Eisenhower’s Little Rock Integration Speech. After examining the issue, conceptually connect
the Civil Rights struggle to the text in the yellow boxes of the Eisenhower comic (ignore the last part
about his wedding day.).

Art
Read the comic & watch Eisenhower’s famous campaign commercial. Use the art styles in both works
to inspire the painting of famous scenes from his history.
Eisenhower is a man of opposites. He excelled at war but loved peace. He was a lifelong serviceman
but was wary of military overreach. He stood aggressively against America’s enemies while he tried to
foster its growth from within. Use the concept of duality that Eisenhower inspires to create a portrait
of him as a complex individual.

Comic Analysis
Ignore the words in the comic for the moment. What are the major ways that the artist shows the
passage of time in Eisenhower’s life?
In what ways does the artist use the sky and the weather to help illustrate the mood of many of the
panels? If you were to describe each of those panels with a word, what would it be?

